
July 2020 Thunder events 

 

Overview 

 

Much of July was changeable and cool, especially in the north; however a burst of extreme 

heat affected eastern England (especially) at the very end of the month. From the perspective 

of thunder, it was quiet overall and notably so during the first 24 days (this was the third 

successive July when most activity occurred after the 20
th

). Despite moderately widespread 

thunder on the 25
th

 and 31
st
, there were still quite significant areas where thunder was not 

heard during the month, including northwest Scotland and also (unusually for July) parts of 

southeast England and central East Anglia. Two days of thunder were recorded quite widely 

across the north Midlands and Yorkshire and in parts of Devon and Somerset; three days are 

likely to have been recorded locally around the Humber estuary.  

 

2nd:   

A shallow area of low pressure and attendant upper trough were centred over East Anglia at 

midday. There were thundery showers, mostly in Essex and east Kent in the early afternoon, 

but also with further occasional discharges during showers which broke out west and 

northwest of London (broadly around the Chilterns) later in the afternoon. 

 

5th:  

A brisk westerly, polar maritime airstream followed the frontal system of a depression which 

had crossed northern Scotland overnight. Frequent showers, some with hail, affected central 

and northern regions of these islands and there was some thunder in the afternoon, chiefly 

over northern England and southern Scotland. 

 

10th:  

Eastern parts of the UK and the North Sea lay under a broad upper trough. After overnight 

rain (associated with a developing depression), there were some heavy showers across 

northern and eastern areas with local thunder over eastern England during the afternoon 

(especially in Lincolnshire, to the south of the North Yorkshire Moors and over the East 

Riding of Yorkshire). A probable funnel cloud was photographed west of Scarborough. 

 

25 July 

This was the first day of the month with thunder reported over a significant land area. A 

rippling cold front brought the first band of  heavy rain eastwards with a narrower belt of 

embedded thundery activity passing from the Cotswolds northeastwards to Norfolk. 

Following this, the main upper trough and post frontal surface trough were associated with a 

cluster of quite active thunderstorms crossing Devon and Somerset; later more extensive 

thundery showers and storms passed through mid Wales and much of the west and north 

Midlands during the late afternoon and evening. A further vigorous pulse of convection 

developed slightly further south over Northamptonshire, with a tornado (confirmed by several 

impressive photographs) causing considerable damage for some 7km northeastwards from 

Northampton golf course (near Harlestone) to Overstone. The first sferics from this particular 

storm appeared between Wellingborough and Thrapston. 

 

27 July 

A deepening depression was situated over Ireland at 0600 UTC. Between about 0500 and 

0900 UTC, thunder occurred from unstable medium level clouds on the leading edge of the 

low’s complex frontal system and coinciding sharp upper trough. Thunder was noted at 



several places from Devon and southernmost Wales, across the southern England downlands, 

to Kent (most electrical activity was over Somerset and Kent with only isolated discharges in-

between). Later in the day isolated thunder was reported south of The Humber as the wrap 

round occlusion crossed eastern England, with increasing activity evident as these showers 

moved out over the North Sea. 

 

31 July 

A southerly airflow carried exceptionally hot air northwards across the UK with temperatures 

exceeding 37◦C  in the London area and over 30◦C  as far north as Cumbria. A cold front, 

moving slowly east ahead of a major upper trough, turned thundery for a time over eastern 

Ireland (especially the Dublin area) around midday, and another pulse of thunderstorm 

activity developed along it during the late afternoon period over the northern Irish Sea and 

affected southwest and parts of central Scotland. Meanwhile increasing mid level instability 

in the ‘plume’ ahead of the front was evident as large patches of altocumulus castellanus 

clouds moved northwards over central southern England into the Midlands. Thunder first 

broke out in the ‘heart of England’ near the Warwickshire/Leicestershire border soon after 

1600 UTC; the thunderstorm area soon expanded and became very electrically active in 

places as it moved north-northeastwards, with two cores of activity, one crossing 

Nottinghamshire and West Yorkshire en route to Durham and the other chiefly affecting the 

East Riding of Yorkshire before moving out over the North Sea . At a farm at Skeffington, 

Leicestershire, lightning struck an agricultural oil tank starting a fire which took several hours 

to extinguish. In the East Riding, lightning struck houses in Bridlington and Willerby. 

However, the worst incident occurred at Haxby, nearYork, where lightning set a house on fire 

and rendered it temporarily uninhabitable. Another separate thundery outbreak developed 

over north Aberdeenshire and affected Shetland soon after midnight. 
 
These reports are based on observations and sferics with 
supportive evidence from  radar. Sincere thanks are due to members of COL and TORRO for observations, and 
to the Met Office/Net Weather for radar and sferics data. 
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